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Abstract This work presents a system for the generation of a free-form surface model from video sequences.
Although any single centered camera can be applied in
the proposed system the approach is demonstrated using
fish-eye lenses because of their good properties for tracking. The system is designed to function automatically
and to be flexible with respect to size and shape of the
reconstructed scene. To minimize geometric assumptions
a statistic fusion of dense depth maps is utilized. Special
attention is payed to the necessary rectification of the
spherical images and the resulting iso-disparity surfaces,
which can be exploited in the fusion approach. Before
dense depth estimation can be performed the cameras’
pose parameters are extracted by means of a Structurefrom-Motion (SfM) scheme. In this respect automation
of the system is achieved by thorough decision model
based on robust statistics and error propagation of projective measurement uncertainties. This leads to a sceneindependent set of only a few parameters. All system
components are formulated in a general way, making
it possible to cope with any single centered projection
model, in particular with spherical cameras.

1 Introduction

The reconstruction of scene information from image sequences is a multifarious field of investigation. The collected visual data implicitly contains information about
the scene’s geometric and photometric properties as well
as information about the camera taking the image. Extracting this information can be of use in different applications like navigation, measurement, surveillance and
map building, e.g. [4, 38]. One particular application is
the tracking of a camera for augmented reality applications in TV-production or industrial environments [32,
61, 29]. Although not obvious this is a very demanding
task since jitter and misalignments of the virtual objects
are instantly visible and disturb the spectator. Therefore
tracking has to be resistant to drift and the data used
for tracking must be consistent and reliable. Most proposed tracking systems not using markers or an absolute
reference have difficulties with that [29, 33, 58]. On the
other hand, the FreeD system described in [61] does not
have these problems but needs an expensively calibrated
marker setup, which makes its application outside of preIn using wide field-of-view cameras the presented sys- pared studio environments difficult. In order to overcome
tem is able to reliably retrieve poses and consistently these limitations [30, 31] propose a tracking system which
reconstruct large scenes. A textured triangle mesh con- relies on a three dimensional reference model that was
structed on basis of the scene’s reconstructed depth, makes extracted from an image sequence itself. It is proposed to
the system’s results suitable to function as reference mod- split tracking into two phases: an offline phase where the
els in a GPU driven analysis-by-synthesis framework for model is generated and an online phase where the camera is tracked in real-time. The real-time tracking is using
real-time tracking.
an analysis-by-synthesis approach. Herein the reference
model is used to generate an image using approximate
camera parameters. The difference of the generated image and the captured image is exploited for estimation
of the current pose parameters. For this approach, every
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This work therefore describes a system for the reconstruction of a three dimensional surface model from
a dense video sequence. Although any camera with a
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single center of projection can be used in the described
system, we propose to use spherical images, in particular fish-eye lenses with a very wide field of view because of their superior properties for reconstruction[59,
22,41]. In order to be usable in various scenarios even under uncontrollable conditions the reconstruction scheme
must be flexible. This concerns the extent and shape of
the scene. Previously presented systems [9, 44, 51] achieve
this flexibility by splitting the reconstruction process into
three stages. In the first stage a projective reconstruction from the views provided as input data is performed,
using a Structure-from-Motion (SfM) approach. Afterwards the second stage determines internal camera parameters through auto-calibration. Finally a dense reconstruction is generated by either meshing fused depth
maps or in the case of [9] by fitting smooth surface elements to a 3D-point cloud of unambiguous observations.
The system suggested in this work basically adopts this
procedure, but the auto-calibration stage is replaced by
a preceding calibration step where the internal camera
parameters are determined following the proposition of
[53]. Although auto-calibration for spherical-cameras is
possible [41], assuming known and constant internal parameters allows a more robust SfM formulation. In order
to remedy smaller errors in their calibration, the internal
parameters can however be included into optimization of
a global bundle adjustment step. The resulting calibrated
images are then fed into a depth estimation procedure
based on a robust fusion of pairwise disparity image measurements. Since modern graphics accelerator cards are
able to transform and texture huge amounts of triangles
very efficiently, a model consisting of a high-resolution
textured triangle mesh is generated from a fused depth
map.
While complete systems for the reconstruction of models from image sequences have been proposed for ideal
perspective images [9, 44, 51], this is not yet as advanced
for general single-centered cameras. Multiple camera models exist for wide field-of-view cameras (e.g. [48, 15, 53,
12,39]), for which several tailored approaches for selfcalibration, structure-from-motion, rectification or depth
estimation have been proposed (e.g. [41, 60, 17, 16]). These
typically exploit properties of the model, e.g. [16] assumes that epipolar lines are circles in catadioptric images. Instead, the proposed system rigidly works on rays
in space and assumes the internal camera calibration to
be known, thereby not relying on one particular model.
This way, the proposed system can be applied to perspective cameras (with or without radial distortion), fish-eye
lens cameras, catadioptric cameras or any other single
center of projection camera.
The benefits of using spherical rather then perspective cameras, is on the one hand the improved camera
pose reconstruction [59] and on the other hand the ability
to consistently reconstruct large scenes. On basis of perspective cameras large scene reconstructions can be generated by merging depth maps of different viewpoints.

Since this is prone to errors, Kang et al. [28] proposed
a system that uses cylindric panorama images from rotated cameras. Because of the difficult image acquisition
process those systems are less attractive. The UrbanScape program [43] fuses video from multiple perspective
cameras, which together cover a very large field of view
comparable to a spherical camera. Exact calibrations between the cameras and an expensive inertial sensor are
required and the system is quite obtrusive. Although the
speed and model size is quite impressive the models created are not suitable for tracking but are targeted for
visualization. Also the Wägele project [6] needs the calibration between a laser scanner and a camera to construct 3D models of an environment and is not as flexible
and mobile as a single camera.
The major contribution of this work is therefore the
presentation of a complete scene reconstruction system
dealing with single centered (spherical) cameras. Thereby
the large field of view is thoroughly exploited to improve
reconstruction of large scenes.
The more detailed delineation of the reconstruction
system begins in section 2 with the estimation of camera parameters. Those are needed for the dense stereo
matching scheme which is topic in section 3. Two rectification schemes in 3D, which are particularly also applicable for spherical images with a field of view of more
than 180 degrees, are presented and their exploitation in
the proposed fusion approach is discussed. The work is
concluded by presenting some results of full reconstruction scenarios in section 4.
2 Camera Parameter Reconstruction
Given a dense video sequence of spherical images, the
first step in the reconstruction process is the determination of camera parameters for each frame. Camera parameters are typically separated into two types: On the
one hand the external parameters, which describe the
position and orientation of a camera and on the other
the internal parameters, which define the image formation process. The form of the internal parameters depends on the camera model assumed. In this work the
camera model proposed in [40] is utilized. This model is
appealing because it can well represent any single centered camera including distortions. Despite the detailed
specification in [39] the model is reformulated in the following for the purposes of this paper.
2.1 Camera Model
A camera calibration relates positions in the image to
rays in space. The fundamental property of the used
camera model is the postulation of a function g : R2 →
[0, π]×[0, 2π] that maps ”normalized” image coordinates
to optical rays in a spherical projection model [12]. ”Normalization” in this context refers to the transformation
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of pixel coordinates to an orthonormal planar coordinate
frame, centered at the principle point. It is assumed that
this can be done by affine transformation N : R2 → R2 :
N (x) = Ax + t

(1)

with A ∈ R2×2 and t ∈ R2 . N defines the sensor’s pixelsize, pixel-shape and pixel-alignment as well as the position of the principle point in the image. In that it is comparable to the internal calibration matrix known from
planar perspective camera models [21] and allows to describe sampling by means of a Cartesian grid. Hence in
the particular case where sensor elements are square and
misalignment between sensor plane and optical path are
negligible, N will consist of mere isotropic scale and coordinate shift. The concatenation g ◦N yields a function,
that maps pixel coordinates to optical rays. Herein optical rays are oriented 3D-lines passing through the camera
center, uniquely identified by the two angle components
of spherical coordinates (Θ, ϕ) ∈ [0, π] × [0, 2π]. Θ is the
angle observed between a specific optical ray and the
optical axis, the other angle ϕ is the polar angle around
the optical axis. Likewise every normalized point in the
image can be expressed using polar coordinates centered
around the principle point. Given this notion g is defined
to map each normalized point to its polar angle ϕ and
its radial distance r to an angle Θ which is a function in
itself:
N (x) = (u, v)
p
=
ˆ (r, ϕ) = ( u2 + v 2 , arctan(u, v))
Θ : R → [0, π]
g(N (x)) = (Θ(r), ϕ)

and image sampling in spherical coordinates, which is of
relevance in section 3.1.

Fig. 1 Sketches outlining the basic geometric relations of
the camera model presented in section 2.1. Images a) and b)
show how optical rays can be described using spherical coordinates. Moreover the shapes of iso coordinate curves in
three dimensional space and their counterparts after projection are visualized. Sketch c) shows how iso-Θ-curves, which
are small circles in three dimensions, form concentric circles
in normalized image coordinates. Radial iso-ϕ lines on the
other hand arise from big circles. d) displays the captured
spherical image in pixel coordinates which is assumed to be
linked to normalized coordinates by means of an affine transformation.

(2)

Obviously the proposed model is rotationally symmetric
in normalized coordinates. Optical rays with the same incidence angle Θ to the camera’s viewing direction form
circles in the image (compare fig. 1). Hereby Θ(r) reflects the relation between incidence angles and the circles’ radii. Since Θ(r) is strictly monotone [53] the circumference of the iso-Θ circles increases the more the
camera’s viewing direction differs from the corresponding optical rays. This relation is not changed by normalization. Consequently the angular resolution along ϕ will
be highest on the maximal Θmax which is determined by
the viewing angle of the camera.
Please observe that (2) describes the same basic model
used in [53] and therefore the proposed calibration method
can be applied to find the function Θ : R → [0, π]. The
difference of the presented formulation to the mentioned
publications is the use of polar coordinates to describe
the model instead of relying on Euclidean coordinates 1 .
This is convenient when dealing with image formation
1
[53] is solving for a polynomial function f : R → R which
is used to add a third component to a normalized point yielding an optical ray in Euclidean coordinates. The angle Θ
between the optical axis and this optical √
ray can then be
calculated by means of Θ(r) = arccos(f (r)/ r2 + 1).

2.2 Structure from Motion from Spherical Images
Given an image sequence and a camera calibration according to the previous section, in this section the algorithm for the reconstruction of position and orientation
of the camera for each frame is described. One important
aspect of the algorithm is the rigorous application of decision theory and error propagation. After the motivation
of uncertainty usage and its description, the computation of image-to-image correspondences is given. These
correspondences are the basic measurements for both
parts of the two-stage algorithm. First the bootstrapping stage, used for initialization, and then the tracking
stage, used for frame-to-frame camera pose estimation
from 3D points, is described. An overview over geometry update and reference frame selection finalizes this
section.
The underlying assumption of the algorithm is that
the internal camera parameters Θ, A, t are known throughout the sequence. This does not restrict the applicability
of the algorithm, because typical omnidirectional lenses
have a fixed focus lenses (no zoom) and hence the internal camera parameters can be reliably determined in
an initial calibration step using a specialized scheme for
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spherical cameras as for instance proposed in [53]. Knowing the internal calibration during pose estimation is in
particular advantageous because it allows to transfer image observations back into three dimensional Euclidean
space.

space [23]: If c is a multidimensional normal distributed
random variable with zero mean and covariance matrix
Σcc , the quadratic form
−1
r = cT Σcc
c
2

(3)

is a χ distributed variable with k degrees of freedom
[27], where k equals the rank of the covariance matrix.
Uncertainty and Error Propagation: The underlying idea For a given significance level α (indicating the probabilof the presented SfM algorithm is usage of information ity that c is the zero vector) the threshold on r is given
about measurement uncertainties and the rigorous ap- by the (1 − α)-quantile of the χ2 distribution. This application of error propagation wherever possible to avoid proach is for example used for outlier detection both in
heuristics and hence reduce the dimension of parame- the bootstrapping stage and later in the tracking stage.
ter space. Unless noted otherwise, uncertainties are approximated by multivariate normal distributions param- Correspondence Estimation: The reconstruction process
eterized by mean vectors and covariance matrices. Er- is separated into a bootstrapping and a tracking stage
ror propagation is conducted either using the unscented and in such it is similar to the approach presented in [51].
transform[24] or, in case of linear functions, using Gaus- Both stages are based on image-to-image (2D-2D) corresian error propagation. The unscented transform can be spondences between salient image features. Such features
imagined as a sparse Monte-Carlo transformation of un- can be detected using the corner detector from [57]. Corcertainty: It samples an iso-probability surface of a Gaus- respondences in subsequent images are then estimated
sian distribution where the surface intersects the ellip- using iterative, gradient based minimization of intensity
soids principal axes, transfers all samples according to differences in a surrounding window as first proposed
an arbitrary function and computes mean and scatter in [36]. The tracking method is also known as the KLT
of the weighted points in the new space. For instance, (Kanade, Lukas, Tomasi) algorithm and a good overview
when measuring a point with an uncertainty in the im- can be found in [5]. After convergence of each minimizaage, given the calibration from the previous section, we tion, the remaining grey value MAD (mean absolute difcan apply the unscented transform to compute the uncer- ference) for the tracked window is computed: Low MAD
tainty of the ray in the camera coordinate system. The values represent good matches of the local image winunscented transform is much faster than Monte-Carlo dow, while mismatches typically produce high MAD valmethods and has the advantage of avoiding the tedious ues. Since the MAD depends on the camera (e.g. image
and erroneous analytical computation of Jacobians as noise) and the scene (e.g. lighting change), a fixed threshneeded in linear error propagation[42].
old to reject mismatches is hard to define. Therefore we
Many parts of the algorithm are based on projective apply robust statistics on the set of all correspondences
entities and hence a representation of uncertainty in pro- between two subsequent images, which rely on the asjective space is needed. Förstner [13] gives an excellent sumption that more than half of the correspondences are
overview over uncertainty representation, propagation correct: All correspondences, which have a much worse
and stochastic testing of linear and bilinear relations in MAD than the Median of all MADs are rejected (X84
projective space. One fundamental problem when dealing rule [18]). This can be seen as a dynamic threshold which
with uncertainties in projective space is the definition of automatically adapts to increased noise as pointed out
the incidence relation between projective entities leading by [14].
to an infinite number of equivalent representations of a
To account for camera rotation and perspective efprojective vector. To circumvent this problem, Förstner fects, an affine transformation is estimated for each of the
suggested the exclusive usage of normalized projective features. All image patches, which are used in the correentities for all operations. This can be interpreted as re- spondence estimation process, are intensity-normalized
ducing the projective space to the surface of the unit to zero mean and unit variance during the estimation
sphere around the origin. A very convenient side effect process. This intensity normalization allows reliable corof this approach is that uncertainties of viewing rays of respondence estimation even in the presence of strong
a camera can be easily represented without numerical illumination changes. The uncertainty of the displacedifficulties, even if they are perpendicular to the optical ment vector can be approximated using the standard
axis. Hence the algorithm can naturally cope with cam- technique for overdetermined linear systems based on
eras with a field of view bigger than 180◦ . As described the residuum and on the Jacobian of the equation sysin section 2.1 normalized coordinates on the sphere are tem [42]. After describing how point correspondences are
always used.
obtained between images of the video sequence and how
An important advantage of using uncertainties is the uncertainties can be identified to the corresponding rays
reduction of the parameter space. The question of inci- in the camera coordinate system, we will now explain
dence for example can be easily coped with using a single the algorithm to reconstruct the camera path. This is
and easily interpretable parameter for all occurrences. divided into an initialization (bootstrapping) stage and
This is conducted using the χ2 test in the projective a frame-to-frame tracking stage.
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sumption, must be detected and rejected. Hence a robust
approach, like for example the RANSAC [11] algorithm
or the preemptive RANSAC [45] algorithm in combination with the 5-point algorithm [46], must be used for
the estimation process. Each correspondence is classified
into either inlying or outlying based on the χ2 test in the
projective space [23]. The decision is based on the fundamental constraint (cf. to [20]) whose outcome defines
the one dimensional vector c
pT Ep0 = pT l = c

(4)

for a potential 2D point correspondence p, p0 and the
essential matrix E and the epipolar line l. The covariance
matrix of c is computed from the covariance matrices Σpp
and Σll of p and l using linear error propagation
Σcc = lT Σpp l + pT Σll p

(5)

The covariance of the epipolar line l = Ep0 is also computed using linear error propagation from Σp0 p0 [13]
Σll = EΣp0 p0 E T

Fig. 2 Sample fish-eye images with 185◦ field of view. The
concentric (blue) circles in the top image show the 60◦, 120◦
and 180◦ field-of-views circles. The ellipses in the bottom
image represent the uncertainty ellipses (5 times magnified
standard confidence region for visualization) of some tracked
features. The ellipses shape visualizes the localization uncertainty, which is often good in one direction, but worse in
another. Feature trajectories from the KLT tracker (green
quadrangles) can be seen in the bottom image.

Bootstrapping Stage: Bootstrapping of the reconstruction process is based on robust estimation of the essential matrix E (cf. to [20]) from 2D-2D correspondences between the first and a second frame from the image sequence. The essential matrix captures the relative
pose between two views of a scene and can be computed
based on 2D-2D correspondences. Care must be taken
to assure that sufficient baseline exists between the two
initial images for successful initialization [8]. Without
further knowledge, the relative pose can be determined
only up to scale from image correspondences. Image correspondences typically contain a significant amount of
erroneous data (outliers) stemming, for example, from
repetitive textures or from the observation of “false corners” (generated by the intersection of two high gradient
edges at different depths). Also, correspondences on moving persons or objects, which violate the static scene as-

(6)

Using eq. (3), a threshold for outlier detection can be determined which depends on the uncertainty of the data
itself and a probability to erroneously reject a good correspondence (false negative rate). This probability is a
scene independent parameter of the system and can be
chosen e.g. as 1%.
Afterwards the resulting essential matrix is refined
by minimizing the Mahalanobis distance between inlying points and their corresponding epipolar lines. Using
the refined relative pose and the image correspondences,
3D features are triangulated. The unscented transform
[24, 26, 25] is used to incorporate the uncertainty from
the relative pose and the uncertainties of the 2D feature
positions into the triangulation process. The outcome of
the triangulation are 3D features and their associated
covariance matrices. The uncertainty of each point can
be characterized by the trace of the covariance matrix.
When the ratio between the square root of the trace of
the 3D covariance matrix and the distance of the point
from the baseline exceeds a given threshold (e.g. 0.5),
the freshly triangulated point is rejected as being too
uncertain to be represented by a Gaussian. Bootstrapping succeeds when more than 80% of all inlying correspondences have been successfully triangulated. When
bootstrapping has failed, the current frame is dropped
and the process is started again between the next and
the first frame of the sequence. Since the triangulationuncertainty depends on the camera’s movement, some
motions will need a lower threshold for the number of reliable triangulations to accept an initialization. There is
no guarantee for success using this bootstrapping strategy, but nonetheless when starting a sequence with a
lateral movement the presented values have generally
lead to good reconstructions. After successfully bootstrapping the algorithm switches to the tracking stage.
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Tracking Stage: Once this first reliable relative camera
orientation and position, together with a sparse scene
geometry have been found, the reconstruction scheme
switches to frame-to-frame pose estimation based on 2D3D correspondences. Again the KLT-Features are tracked
into subsequent frames propagating the information about
the corresponding three dimensional point. Whenever
the number of tracked features drops below some threshold (e.g. several hundred) the corner detector is applied
to the most recent image and the new features are tracked
along with the older ones. Due to perspective effects,
lighting and image digitization, feature uncertainties in
general grow with larger distance from their template’s
view. Therefore feature templates are first taken from adjacent frames to produce a good prediction before they
are warped to their first occurrence. This reduce the features’ uncertainty compared with frame-to-frame tracking, where drift is accumulated. Baker and Matthews[5]
give a good overview on the different tracking approaches.
The pose reconstruction from 2D-3D correspondences is
done by minimizing the Mahalanobis distance between
the projection of the 3D points and their uncertainties
and the 2D position from the feature tracker. Outliers are
detected prior to the estimation using again a RANSAC
[11] algorithm in combination with stochastic testing of
incidence using again the χ2 test. The incidence test is
based on the difference vector d = p − p0 between the
two 2D point p and the projection of the 3D point p0 .
The covariance matrix of d is computed by linear error
propagation from the covariances Σpp and Σp0 p0
Σdd = Σpp + Σp0 p0

(7)

The covariance Σp0 p0 of the projection of the 3D point is
computed using the unscented transform. Using eq. (3)
again a threshold for outlier detection can be determined
which depends on the uncertainty of the data itself and a
probability to erroneously reject a good correspondence.
Geometry Update: The underlying assumption is that
of a rigid scene and hence the image sequence can be
regarded as subsequent measurements of the 3D geometry of each tracked feature point. A separate Kalman
filter for each 3D point is used to integrate the information from these measurements into the 3D geometry with
associated uncertainty. Each new 2D feature position is
used in the update step of the Kalman filter cycle. Again
the uncertainty of the estimated camera pose and of the
2D feature position is incorporated into the update process using an unscented transform [24, 26, 25]. Tracked
2D points, which have no associated 3D point so far, are
now triangulated and kept if they meet the covariance
trace criterion of above. 3D points which have not been
tracked into the image under inspection are projected
into that image and registered using the KLT approach.
This allows to re-use temporarily occluded features and
to avoid drift when features get out of and come into

sight again. After one image is completed, correspondences are searched into the next using the KLT tracker
and pose estimation and geometry update is run for that
image.
Reference Frame Selection: Since in dense video sequences, each frame carries only little information but creates
vast amounts of data, a strategy is needed to discard
such useless data. Therefore each computed pose is compared to the previous images’ poses in the sequence and
rejected if it has too little innovation. Innovation is understood as the amount of parallax between the camera
and all other views. The parallax can be measured by the
2D flow field induced by the sparse point reconstruction.
Before these reference views are passed to dense reconstruction their corresponding camera parameters and the
sparse scene geometry is refined in a bundle adjustment
step. This procedure which is described in the following
section shall remedy the errors which have been introduced by incremental tracking and the possibly slightly
inaccurate internal calibration.

2.3 Bundle Adjustment
After application of the above described SfM algorithm
a sparse Euclidean model of the scene is given. However,
small errors in the internal camera calibration have led
to small errors in the camera poses and the triangulated
3D points. Furthermore after bootstrapping a first two
view geometry, the reconstruction was run incrementally
so that drift errors due to noise are not fairly distributed
among all camera poses. Since equally distributed errors
are desirable for depth estimation and model building,
the reconstruction is made fully consistent by the application of a final bundle adjustment of the sparse reconstruction, using the Gauss-Markov model [23]. A comprehensive overview of the bundle adjustment technique
is also given in [62]. Like in the tracking stage the bundle
adjustment minimizes the Mahalanobis distance between
the projection of the 3D points and the 2D positions from
the feature tracker. Additional to the cameras’ pose parameters and the 3D point positions, internal camera
parameters can be subject to the global optimization.
These internal parameters are however constrained to
be the same for all views, since only one camera with
fixed intrinsics has been used. In contrast to the proposition of [53] the internal camera parameters are chosen
to be the coefficients of a higher order polynomial representing the inverse function Θ−1 : [0, π] → R rather then
the function Θ(r). This enables the proposed approach
to the bundle adjustment using explicit constraints (cf.
to [23]) on the observed 2D features.
To account for overlooked outliers from the SfM stage,
to which simple least squares approaches are very susceptible [18], the error each individual measurement can
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sparse scene reconstruction, which can be used in the
subsequent dense estimation step.

3 Dense Depth Estimation

Fig. 3 Sample of a sparse reconstruction of a camera path,
the flat white pyramid represent the cameras and the colored
points represent the 3D positions of tracked and triangulated
features. Sample images to this reconstruction can be seen
in figure 2, the triangulated points from the walls the actually form a plane in space. Top image: Bird’s eye’s view onto
reconstruction. Bottom image: view from behind the views
shown in figure 2.

have is clipped to λ pixels2 . This is similar to an MEstimator using a Tukey influence function [63]. The
Levenberg/Marquardt method (cf. to [62]), which blends
between the Gauss-Newton method and pure gradient
descend, is used to iteratively approach the minimum of
the error function. This way a decrease of error for each
step is guaranteed, even if the quadratic error function
fit of the Newton method does not reflect the error surface well. In such the bundle adjustment delivers reliable
and consistent camera poses, intrinsic parameters and a
2
for the presented reconstruction system it was found that
the average projection error of several hundred 3D points is
usually in the range of up to one pixel, therefore λ = 1.0 is
chosen.

The subsequent section describes the dense estimation
procedure. It uses the results of the SfM reconstruction
which are camera parameters belonging to distributed
reference views and a sparse geometric model of the
scene. Dense reconstruction is done similar to [51]. Two
view stereo is applied between an interest view and all
other reference views, finally fusing the resulting depth
estimations into one improved depth map.
Various methods for dense image matching have been
developed that are characterized in [54] and [56]. The
strategy used in this work is a hierarchical, intensity correlation based disparity estimation with global optimization within epipolar planes. The optimization is driven
by dynamic programming and minimizes matching costs
considering smoothness and occlusions. On this account
the images are rectified and matching cost are calculated
by means of normalized cross correlation (NCC) within
corresponding scanlines, which to some extent is invariant to lighting changes. Finally global costs are optimized considering inter and intra scanline penalties when
the continuity constraint is violated [7, 37, 10, 34]. The
global optimization possible with the dynamic programming approach helps resolving ambiguities and detecting
occlusions, yet it restrains the generality of the scene’s
geometric and photometric properties. These constraints
are not a drawback in the first place since they prefer
scene parts that can be tracked well by a visual system.
This is supported by additionally constituting a minimal intensity variance of matched image parts so that
all weakly textured scene structures are rejected.
Global optimization needs a topological structure that
defines smoothness. In the proposed case the ordered set
of image samples along corresponding epipolar ”curves”3
provides this structure. Therefore match estimation is
only performed at discrete positions in space. Furthermore the smoothness assumptions on a discrete set of
samples leads to an approximation of the scene’s structure through a finite set of iso-disparity surfaces [50].
Consequently the recovered depth structure will be quantized. The statistical fusion proposed in section 3.3 is
designed to reduce this effect.
Because the description of epipolar curves in the spherical images is highly non-linear, rectification is important
for dense stereo matching. In the following two rectification schemes with differing properties are presented.
3
The expression epipolar curve is chosen because the
spherical projection of an epipolar plane and the following
transformation into a planar image does not generally produce a straight line
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3.1 Rectification
The aim of rectification is to create an image pair in
which the corresponding epipolar curves from the given
original images lie in the same scanlines. Confining the
search for matches to single scanlines then implicitly enforces the epipolar constraint. Different approaches to
rectification of planar perspective images have been proposed: One category uses homographies to project the
image pair onto a common plane, which is parallel to
the baseline [3, 19, 35]. This kind of rectification is only
feasible if the viewing directions of the input cameras
is far away from the direction of the baseline. It fails if
the epipoles are located in the images. In order to remedy this [49, 52] propose to re-parameterize the image by
means of polar coordinates. [49] exploits that epipolar
lines in the image form a pencil centered at the epipole.
Consequently positioning planar polar coordinate frames
at the epipoles in the images allows to describe corresponding epipolar lines by means of the same polar angle. The position along one epipolar line is given by the
radial distance. Transferring this polar coordinates to an
orthogonal grid leads to rectified images.
Because the rectification schemes for planar perspective images assume that epipolar lines are straight, they
cannot be applied to spherical images. Typically the projection of spherical images onto a cylinder, centered at
the baseline is used [60]. This projection is not able to
map the epipoles into the rectified images and if so has
to take a loss of image information into account. On
the other hand the method proposed by Geyer et. al.
[16] does not have this limitation. It exploits that in
distortion-free catadioptric images, epipolar lines are replaced by epipolar circles, which can be described by
means of bipolar coordinates. Rectified images are created by mapping the bipolar coordinates onto an orthogonal grid and as such is similar to the approach used in
[49]. Unfortunately this approach cannot be used with
any other projection model like for instance the perspective projection or the equidistant projection [12], which is
observed with fish-eye cameras. Recently it was proposed
to project the images onto spheres [17, 34, 2] and thus rectify images through equiangular resampling. Although
not observed in the mentioned works the spherical rectification can cope with any single centered projection
model. Moreover it can deal with camera configurations
where the epipoles are located in the images.
None of the cited works dealing with the rectification
of spherical images discusses the choice of a sampling rate
needed for the rectified images. Also none of those papers analyses the geometric assumptions of dense disparity estimation when using those rectifications. Therefore
two novel rectification schemes exploiting the symmetry observed with spherical and cylindrical coordinates
shall be derived under these aspects. Those two schemes
are not restricted to a single camera model and can automatically deal with non ideal-cameras, e.g. perspec-

Fig. 4 The sketch shows the used circumscribed circle c with
radius R, which is used to find a lower bound for the minimal angular sampling distance of the captured, supposedly
elliptical image.

tive cameras with distortions or fisheye cameras with
only approximate equidistant projection. The next paragraph derives the smallest angular sampling distance observed with spherical images. This result is then used in
the description of the rectifications. Subsection 3.2 will
thereafter derive the geometric assumptions made during dense disparity estimation which accompany these
rectifications.
Minimal Sampling Distance: If no information contained
in the original images shall be lost during resampling,
the smallest angular sampling distance in the original
image must not be exceeded. Angles are equal to the
arc lengths measured on the unit sphere’s surface and
the camera model described in section 2.1 is radial symmetric. Therefore the smallest angular distance is either
found in radial direction (along iso-ϕ-curves) or along the
circumference corresponding to a particular Θ, because
these are orthogonal directions when measuring angles.
The number and distance of angular sample points, that
lie on those iso-curves, depends on the image’s resolution
and the shape of the iso-Θ-curves in the image, which is
determined by eq. (1). In general those curves are ellipses in the image (see fig.1d). An upper bound ∆α for
the minimal angular step size, is found by means of the
circumscribed circle c of the Θmax -ellipsis (fig.4). Since
on the one hand an upper bound to the finest sampling
of Θ(r) is given by c’s radius R. With that a lower bound
∆Θmin to the smallest possible angular step size in isoϕ directions can be found. On the other hand the c’s
circumference in pixels 2πR delivers an upper bound to
the number of samples lying on the Θmax -curve. A closed
iso-Θ-curve has the angular length of 2π, so that a lower
bound for the smallest angular sample step in iso-Θ directions is given by ∆ϕmin = 2π/2πR = 1/R. Hence
choosing ∆α = min(∆Θmin , ∆ϕmin ) as the largest angular sampling distance when resampling will preserve
all contained information.
Basic Rectification Strategy: In the case of cameras with
a single center of projection, corresponding epipolar curves
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emerge from the projection of epipolar planes. Since epipolar planes are defined to contain both camera centers,
epipolar lines are the result of sampling the light field [1]
at directions (optical rays) all lying in one distinct plane.
As a consequence a two-dimensional image of parallel
epipolar lines can be created, when mapping light field
samples contained in one epipolar plane to pixels in the
same image row. The two presented rectification strategies therefore define a discrete set of optical rays, which
directly map to integer positions in the rectified images.
Since the internal and external camera parameters are
known, those directions can be mapped to positions in
the original image. Given these image positions the rectified images’ color values can be reconstructed from the
original images using color interpolation.
Spherical rectification: For the definition of the set of
sampled directions, spherical rectification uses the notion that optical rays can be represented by means of
spherical coordinates (Θ, ϕ) (section 2.1). Observe that
iso-Θ-curves form small circles on the unit sphere (fig.
1b). These small-circles all lie in parallel planes and are
perpendicular to planes that contain iso-ϕ-curves (fig.
1a). Thus iso-ϕ-curves form great circles on the sphere,
which also emerge from the intersection of a plane containing the sphere’s center. Since the sphere’s center represents the projection center, epipolar planes induce such
great circles. If directions are expressed using spherical
coordinates relative to the baseline, epipolar planes are
uniquely identified by the angle ϕ. Directions within the
epipolar planes are described by Θ. This is visualized
in fig.5a. Using this parameterization and the minimal
angular sampling distance ∆α derived before, the set of
direction-samples OS is defined by

Fig. 5 Visualization of the geometric relations relevant for
spherical rectification. Sketch a) outlines a particular epipolar geometry, where two spherical cameras observe a 3D-point
under the angle δΘ. Especially the identification of an epipolar plane by means of the angle ϕ and the description of
optical rays within these planes through Θ respectively Θ0 is
shown. b) displays how equiangularily spaced samples along
both angle directions are placed into a two dimensional matrix to yield rectified images.

frame on the baseline of two cameras allows to identify
epipolar planes by means of the angle ϕ. An optical ray’s
direction is given by the height of its intersection point
with the cylinder, relative to the camera’s center.
A rectified image is generated by sampling in angular
direction with the equiangular step size ∆ϕ and in axial direction with the equidistant step size ∆X. Samples
with equal ϕ-coordinate are placed in the same scanline, whereas samples with the same X-coordinate can
be found along the rectified image’s column (see fig. 6b).
In order to retain all image information the angular sampling distance is chosen to be ∆ϕ = ∆α and the axial
OS := {(Θi , ϕj ) ∈ [0, π] × [0, 2π]|
sampling distance is set to be ∆X = tan(∆α). Herein
Θi = i∆α, ϕj = j∆α} (8) ∆α is the lower bound for the smallest angular sampling
distance in the original image, which was derived before.
Hereby samples with equal ϕ map to the same rectified
Since the epipoles do not project onto the cylinder, this
image line. On the other hand, image columns are filled
scheme obviously has similar difficulties as homography
with samples having the same Θ, as shown by fig.5b.
rectifications for planar projection models have near the
The corresponding “rectified” color values are found by
epipoles. In order to confine texture stretching and the
mapping those directions into the original images like
image size, the axial component is limited to a minimal
explained in the preceding paragraph.
and maximal viewing angle X ∈ [−X0 , X0 ]4 . This on
the one hand assures a finite cylinder but at the same
Cylindrical rectification: The cylindric rectification scheme time discards image data captured around the epipole.
under consideration utilizes specific cylindrical coordi- Yet reconstruction of depth by triangulation close to the
nates to describe optical ray samples. In general, cylin- epipole is unreliable so that this is acceptable. This way
drical coordinates comprise three components. They de- the set of direction-samples OC using cylindric rectificafine the position of a point by means of its distance ρ tion is :
from a cylinder’s axis, its angle ϕ around the cylinder’s
axis, and its height X along this cylinder’s axis. If the O := {(X , ϕ ) ∈ [−X , X ] × [0, 2π]|
C
i
j
0
0
radial component is fixed, optical rays can be described
Θ
=
i
tan(∆α)
− X0 , ϕj = j∆α} (9)
i
through the two remaining components (X, ϕ). This can
be seen as specifying optical rays through their intersection point with a cylinder with a fixed radius, e.g. ρ = 1.
4
In this work X0 = tan(75◦ ) was chosen.
Fig. 6a shows how positioning such a cylinder coordinate
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Fig. 7 Images outlining the geometry of a particular disparity in an epipolar plane. Sketch a) shows how the angle Θ0
measured on the right is equal to the sum of Θ and δΘ. δΘ
is inducing the disparity between the corresponding rectified
image points and is at the same time the intersection angle of the corresponding optical rays. Sketch b) displays the
iso-disparity circles belonging to particular disparities.
Fig. 6 Visualization of the geometric relations relevant for
cylindrical rectification. Sketch a) displays the identification
of an epipolar plane by means of the angle ϕ. It is also shown,
how the direction of optical rays within epipolar planes is defined by the axial distance X and X 0 to the camera centers.
Image b) outlines how samples are placed into a two dimensional matrix to yield rectified images.

The reason for taking those two rectification schemes
into account is the fact, that the iso-disparity surfaces
of spherical and cylindrical rectification have different
shapes. Depending on the scene’s structure to be reconstructed the one or the other rectification will deliver
better approximations in context of the utilized disparity estimation described before. The purpose of the following section is to give insight in the corresponding isodisparities.

3.2 Geometric Preferences of Disparity-Estimation
By applying a support window for calculation of match
costs and penalizing correspondences where neighboring
pixels do not match to adjacent pixels, disparity estimation approaches like the type used in this work, implicitly state geometric smoothness assumptions. These
assumptions are represented by iso-disparity surfaces.
As the name suggests these surfaces contain only points
that generate one distinct disparity δ, when imaged by a
stereo camera pair. Herein disparity shall be understood
as the difference in rectified image coordinates of corresponding image points. Which typically is expressed
by δ = u0 ± u1 wherein u0 and u1 are corresponding
positions in the coincident scanlines of the rectified images. The analysis of iso-surfaces is important, because
they represent the geometry that is used to approximate
the observed scene. If some part of the scene’s geometry deviates from those shapes, its matching costs and
smoothness penalties are likely to rise. In the following
the iso-disparity surfaces for the camera configurations
acquired through spherical and cylindrical rectification
will be derived.

Iso-Disparity of Spherical Rectification: Because spherical rectification equiangularily samples great circles, the
image based disparity definition δ = u0 ± u1 represents
the intersection angle δΘ of the two corresponding optical rays (see fig.7a). This can be calculated from δΘ =
δ ·∆α, when the angular sampling distance ∆α is known.
From Thale’s theorem it can be derived that triangles,
which are defined by one side and the opposing angle,
will all have the same circumference. Consequently isodisparity curves in the epipolar planes form circles with
radius RS = b/(2 sin(δ·∆α)), like shown in fig. 7b. Those
circles pass through both camera centers with distance
b. Due to the rotational symmetry of spherical rectification, iso-disparity surfaces are hence tori centered at the
baseline.
Iso-Disparity of Cylindrical Rectification: Coincident scanlines created by cylindrical rectification correspond to
straight lines in three-dimensional space. Hence the same
notion of disparity known from standard stereo geometry
can be used. In standard stereo geometry, iso-disparity
lines that are parallel to the baseline are observed within
an epipolar plane. The lines’ distance to the baseline is
inverse proportional to the disparity δ they induce. Due
to the rotational symmetry of cylindrical rectification,
iso-disparities are not generated by planes, but rather
by cylinders surrounding the baseline. The relation between a disparity δ and its corresponding cylinder’s radius RC can be calculated from RC = b/(δ · ∆X), when
the baseline length b and the sampling distance ∆X are
known.
It can be seen that the iso-disparity shapes of the
proposed rectification schemes are fundamentally different. If disparities δ are additionally constrained to have
integer values, only a discrete set of radii remains (see
fig. 8e)-f) ). In this case the values RC and RS can take
on are determined by the baseline and the sampling distance. One can think of those two parameters as influencing the ”density” of the iso-disparity surfaces in the
scene’s space. Hence by variation of those parameters different depth quantizations can be generated, which can
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order to reduce those effects, a fusion of multiple depth
maps is applied.
Following section 3.2, quantization emerges from a finite set of iso-disparity assumptions. The shape of these
assumptions particularly depends on the direction and
the length of the baseline in scene space, as well as the
rectification applied. By combining an image to other
views with different pose parameters and additionally
applying both rectification schemes, a set of different
depth hypotheses for each pixel is computed. Those hypotheses are expected to be best approximations, given
particular smoothness considerations. Yet they will be
of different ”quality”. This quality is reflected by the final match similarity, which here is the NCC-Coefficient5 .
It is expected that the final similarity of a depth hypotheses is highest, where the corresponding approximation is best. For the definition of the depth map fusion,
the ordered set H = {(d1 , S1 )...(dn , Sn )|di ≤ di+1 , i ∈
[1, n − 1]} of depth hypotheses di with corresponding
similarities Si is considered. H can contain errors, which
are expected to lie outside a cluster of close approximations to the true depth. Therefore a simple median segmentation based on the X84 outlier rejection rule [18] is
applied. For this the median distance ∆dm of all measurements to the median depth dm , m = b(n − 1)/2c is
calculated. All measurements that are not contained in
the interval Dinlier = [dm − 1.5∆dm , dm + 1.5∆dm ], are
removed from H. This yields:
Fig. 8 For the purpose of visualizing iso-disparity surfaces of
different rectifications, the results of an experimental depth
reconstruction with extremely narrow baseline and synthetic,
very low resolution input images is shown. In a) a perspective image of the used synthetic model can be seen. Next to
it b) shows one of the synthetic fisheye images used in the
depth estimation. Observe that, although the camera is facing one of the building’s side navels, due to the field of view
of 180◦ , almost the whole front side of the building is visible. Below the rectified versions of this image are displayed.
On the left c) shows the result of cylindrical rectification.
Image d) presents the result of spherical rectification. In the
columns below the corresponding rectification results, the iso
disparity surfaces can be observed. In e) and g) the cylindrical iso-disparity shapes are seen, whereas in f) and h) the tori
of spherical rectification are visible. While g) and h) show the
reconstructed model from the top e) and f) are rendered from
the side in direction of the stereo pair’s baseline.

aid in improving the dense reconstruction [50]. This is
exploited in the proposed fusion approach discussed in
the following section.
3.3 Fusion of Multiple Depth Maps
The beginning of section 3 explained the process applied to regain depth information from an image pair.
It was also pointed out that quantization problems arise
because of the pixel-wise disparity estimation. Another
disturbance are occlusions between two views that produce gaps in the depth map of a single stereo pair. In

H ∗ = {(d, S) ∈ H|d ∈ Dinlier }

(10)

Given that, a fused depth value d∗ isPdefined toP
be the
similarity weighted mean depth: d∗ = H ∗ Si di / H ∗ Si .
The final depth map consisting only of fused measurements is passed to the meshing procedure explained in
the section below.

3.4 Representation of the Reconstruction for Image
Synthesization
On basis of depth maps and calibrated color images,
sophisticated rendering approaches like for instance the
use of image based techniques or the application of projective texturing exists. Yet those techniques need an
equally sophisticated rendering engine to be available
and moreover do not take the operation on spherical
cameras into account. Therefore, in order to be useful in
a real-time analysis-by-synthesis camera tracking framework, the depth map is converted into a textured triangle
mesh. This representation is undemanding in means of
rendering facilities and hence can be rendered in realtime using commodity 3D accelerator cards, even when
simulating spherical cameras [31] and using less powerful
wearable computers.
5

Due to matching constrains this does not have to be the
best similarity in the search range
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Since each value of the depth map describes a three
dimensional point in the scene, three adjacent depth map
points with valid values form a triangle in three dimensional space. This way a dense triangle mesh is created
from the fused depth map. In order to reduce rubber
sheet effects a segmentation of the triangle mesh is performed by checking for orthogonality of a triangle’s normal and its viewing direction [47]. Furthermore mesh
reduction can be applied [55] to increase rendering efficiency. For texturing, a float image with twice the resolution of the original image is created. This is done by
mapping each texel’s coordinate into the reference views,
using the corresponding depth map. The observed interpolated image values are robustly fused in a similar way
as the depth values are and such give a texel’s color.
Thereby image noise and color quantization is reduced
and the model texture quality for tracking in [31] is improved.

Table 1 shows the results of the SfM reconstruction after applying the bundle adjustment. It states, that in
the 34 automatically selected reference views 375 three
dimensional points had 5698 image correspondences. After adjusting the camera parameters and the sparse scene
reconstruction the mean reprojection error is very close
to zero. Therefore the deviation of the reprojection error in pixels is represented by the root mean square error (RMS) in the fourth column of the table, which is
0.36pixels. This is accompanied by a pose error, which
is listed in the last two columns of table 1. The position error is represented by the mean euclidian distance
xp = 0.015m and the standard deviation σp = 0.01m of
the estimated camera center positions to their ground
truth positions. The mean absolute orientation error xo
is calculated from the angle of the axis/angle decompositions of the relative rotations between estimated camera
orientations and their corresponding ground truth orientations. In the given setup a mean absolute orientation
error xo = 0.13◦ with standard deviation of σo = 0.07◦
was measured. From the 34 reference images the mid4 Results
dle view, depicted by the top image in fig. 9, was chosen
In this section results generated with the proposed sys- for dense reconstruction. The ground truth depth map
tem are presented. These results were obtained by the is shown by the middle image in fig. 9, while the fused
system fully automatically. This was possible due to ex- estimation result is displayed at the bottom. It can be
ploitation of measurement uncertainties together with seen, that because of the scene’s good texturing, the eserror propagation during the reconstruction process, as timated depth map is filled to a high percentage. Since
explained in section 2.2. Furthermore the search space the camera’s movement was basically sidewards, the left
used during dense reconstruction was constrained by means part of the depth map contains more deviations from the
of the observed depth in the previously reconstructed ground truth than the left and middle part of the depth
sparse geometry. After discussing the system’s perfor- map. Another source of errors not clearly visible in the
mance against ground truth data within a synthetic setup, printed images are depth discontinuities. These disconresults from real data, comprising two indoor and two tinuities produce errors in the depth map because of the
outdoor scenarios are presented (table 3). These differ- foreground fattening effect (cf. to [54]) and because of
ent scenarios reflect the flexibility of the proposed sys- collateral occlusions. In the presented scene, depth distem regarding the scene’s shape and size. Figures 11 to continuities occur where the building’s walls and its roof
14 present the resulting depth maps, together with their meet and at the protruding windows on the roof. A quancorresponding original view and rendered views gener- titative evaluation of the depth map error is presented
ated from the created model. Due to the generated mod- in fig. 10. The lower graph depicts the development of
els’ extent, it is difficult to generate perspective views the depth map’s fill rate when increasing the number of
from within a model, that capture the whole reconstruc- views in the fusion. In this evaluation only pixels with
tion’s size. Therefore spherical renderings are shown next a corresponding ground truth value are considered. The
to perspective images. The latter are presented because two curves display the fill rate when accepting a depth
|H ∗ |
they give a more intuitive aspect on the scene parts re- value only if the number of inlying measurements
∗
(see eq. (10)) is greater than three (|H | > 3) or five
constructed.
(|H ∗ | > 5) measurements. Since each view generates two
depth maps, one for the spherical rectification and one
Simulated Data: In order to benchmark the system’s per- for the cylindrical rectification, a fill rate above zero is alformance, a ground truth sequence was generated. For ready reached after the second added view in the case of
this color images with corresponding depth maps were |H ∗ | > 3 and after the third added view, when demandrendered from the textured triangle mesh model, which ing more than five inliers. The reference views are added
is shown in fig. 8a. The virtual setup was chosen to sim- to the evaluation in descending baseline length order.
ulate a fish-eye camera of 185◦ field of view, with a res- This way the views with the largest baseline are added
olution of 1024 × 768 pixels. This virtual camera was first to the evaluation. This is done to demonstrate that
programmed to move five meters sidewards. The scene’s although the depth resolution is worse for camera pairs
depth extends up to 24 meters relative to the cameras. with less parallax, their image relations still contain valuTogether with the used internal parameters, the gener- able data. The additional information comes on the one
ated sequence was passed to the reconstruction system.
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Cameras
34

3D Points
375

2D Projections
5698

RMS of Projection Error
0.36 pixel

Position Error
xp = 0.015m/σp = 0.01m

Orientation Error
xo = 0.13◦ /σo = 0.07◦

Table 1 Results of the pose reconstruction after bundle adjustment in the synthetic setup. The first three columns display
the amount of data adjusted. The fourth column represents the deviation of the 2D projection of the 3D points to their
corresponding 2D position established through image-to-image tracking after bundle adjustment. This is the value, which is
minimized by adjusting camera parameters and 3D point positions. The last two columns represent the mean over all position
xp and orientation xo error of the estimated poses compared to the ground truth data. σp and σo are the corresponding
standard deviations.

Fig. 9 Images from the synthetic setup evaluation. The top
image is the view on the scene used for the evaluation of
the reconstruction. Below (middle image) the ground truth
depth map is shown. At the bottom the resulting depth map
is shown.

hand in the form of distinct iso-disparity surface distribution and as such with a distinct set of depth hypotheses
tested by the disparity estimation. On the other hand
a shorter baseline also means that less occlusions occur
and that the error made through foreground fattening

is smaller. The gain in precision using all available baseline configurations is shown in the upper graph of fig. 10.
Here the two curves show the mean relative depth error
over all estimated depth values having a corresponding
ground truth datum. The relative depth error er of a single depth measurement d shall be understood as its absolute difference to its corresponding ground truth value
dg normalized by dg : er = |dg − d|/dg . Again the curves
show the two cases of |H ∗ | > 3 and |H ∗ | > 5. In the
beginning both graphs describe a rising relative error before they descend to the final values of er,>3 = 1.23% for
|H ∗ | > 3 and er,>5 = 1.22% for |H ∗ | > 5. This behavior
can be explained by the corresponding development of
the fill rate. In the case of |H ∗ | > 3 new depth map values with a low number of observations are added to the
evaluation until the 16th view. Reaching the 16th view
the fill rate is “saturated”. Thereafter the depth values
are refined through the increasing number of observations. A similar development is observed with the error
curve when demanding |H ∗ | > 5. Although the overall
dynamics of the error is lower, the fill rate is accordingly
smaller. The saturation of the fill rate is consequently delayed and can be observed when adding the 24th view.
The increase of reliability at the end of the fusion can
also be observed by means of the variance, which for
the purposes of clarity was only included for the case of
|H ∗ | > 5. For |H ∗ | > 3 the development of variances is
similar though slightly higher. Please note that the evaluated depth map was generated using the camera parameter estimates from the SfM-reconstruction and thus
reflects the system’s overall performance.
A large number of measurements are suggested for
the robust statistical depth map fusion. However, depending on the scene’s depth distribution and the camera
movement it may be the case that only a few measurements are available. Table 2 therefore shows the result
from fusing only five views. These views were selected
Fusion of 5 views
|H ∗ | > 3
|H ∗ | > 4

fill rate
66.8%
54%

mean relative error
er = 0.93%,σer = 1.11%
er = 0.91%,σer = 0.9%

Table 2 Results of fusing only five equally distributed reference views rather than 34 like shown in fig. 10. Although the
fill rate is reduced the reliability is preserved.

by thinning out the available reference views, yet equally
distributing the views over the range of available base-
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served with the School Yard scenario (fig. 13) where only
five reference views were available.
The following paragraphs present the results achieved
with this system on real data.

mean relative error
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Fig. 10 Evolution of fused depth map depending on the
number of used views. Upper graph: Development of the fused
depth map’s accuracy. For the sake of clarity, standard deviations are only shown for the 5-inlier-case. Bottom graph: Development of fill rate. Both graphs were generated by adding
views with larger baseline first. Evaluated are only pixels that
have a corresponding ground truth value. The accuracy is represented by the mean relative error (eq. 4) over all pixels. For
the lower curve, which is the result of only accepting a depth
value if more than five measurements are contained in H ∗
(eq. (10)) the standard deviation is also displayed.

lines. This mimics the behavior of the automatic reference view selection described in section 2. Due to the robust fusion approach only relatively close measurements
vote for a match and hence the error is even lower than
in the massive fusion presented before. Consequently, the
fill rate is strongly reduced. This behavior is also ob-

Indoor Scenes: The sequence used to reconstruct the
model presented in fig. 11 was captured in a TV-studio.
The used fish-eye camera had a field-of-view (FoV) of
185◦ , capturing images with a resolution of 1024 × 768
pixels. 12 reference views were used to generate the depth
map shown in 11b. As can be seen in image a) a small table with textured front sides is standing in the center of
the setup. Behind this table sparsely textured billboards
were positioned which are 2.5 meters high. Light sources
are protruding from the ceiling and on the right wall an
observation window is visible at the top. Its surrounding wall as well as the floor are both textured, although
not clearly visible in the shown images. The rendered
model views fig. 11c)-f) and the depth map fig. 11b)
show that the table, the floor and the right wall were
well reconstructed. The same is valid for two of the visible light sources and the textured regions of the billboards, whereas the un-textured regions were rejected.
Observe how the angles between the visible table fronts
and the billboards are correctly reconstructed. Although
occlusions are visible around the table, which are a drawback of the use of a single viewpoint for model building,
the virtual camera’s pose can be changed largely without degradation of the synthesized images, like shown in
11e)+f).
The second indoor video was captured in an office.
The reconstruction results are shown in fig. 12. Again
a fish-eye lens with 185◦ FoV was used. The radius of
the circular area utilized on the sensor is 600 pixels. The
reconstructed view (fig. 12a) faces a wall, which is 3m
away and 2.5m high. Another wall is visible on the right
hand side. Both walls are sparsely textured by means
of posters and gaps between wall segments. In the lower
part of the view a cluttered table can be seen. The depth
map (fig.12b), resulting from 10 reference images, and
the rendered views show that occlusions on and around
this table are observed. Otherwise all textured regions
are well reconstructed, leaving out some parts of the left
wall and most parts of the ceiling.
Outdoor Scenes: In contrast to the indoor scenes presented previously, the objects to be reconstructed are
large. In order to get a good reconstruction, sufficient
parallax has to be present, hence baselines have to be
adequately wide. Spherical cameras help on this account,
because they allow to get close to large objects without
other scene parts leaving the cameras’ wide field of view.
The results presented in fig. 13 show the reconstruction
of two buildings on a school yard. Both buildings are
over 10m high and over 20m long (fig.13a). Their fronts
perpendicularly face a rectangular court, from which the
video sequence was taken. The used camera had a field
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Scene Name
Synthetic (Fig. 9)
TV-Studio (Fig. 11)
Office (Fig. 12)
School Yard (Fig. 13)
Church (Fig. 14)

Camera
185◦ FoV, 1024 × 768 pixel
185◦ FoV, 1024 × 768 pixel
185◦ FoV, 600 pixel radius
180◦ FoV, 1600 × 1200 pixel
180◦ FoV, 1600 × 1200 pixel

Camera Translation
5m
3.5m
2m
5m
5m

Scene Depth
24m
6m
5m
40m
50m

Table 3 Overview of the different scenarios. Camera translation reflects the maximum baseline available for reconstruction.
The scene depth is the distance from the cameras to the most distant reconstructed objects. Although theoretically only
relative sizes matter, we provide absolute sizes in meter to give a realistic impression on feasible scenarios and applications.
Please note that the FoV is circular and uses only parts of the rectangular image, particularly in the Office scenario (compare
fig. 12).

Fig. 11 Reconstruction from a video sequence captured with
a 185◦ fish-eye camera in a TV studio a). The depth map b)
was fused from 12 different views. c) and d) show rendered
images simulating a 180◦ fish-eye camera. e) and f) are rendered with a perspective projection with a field of view of
60◦ .

◦

of view of 180 and delivered images with a resolution
of 1600 × 1200 pixels. The depth map (fig.13b) was generated using only five reference views. It shows that the
buildings were reconstructed well while the sky and the
floor were left out. The perspective views fig.13e and
fig.13f show that viewpoints can again be chosen very
differently without severe degradation of the quality of
the synthesized images.
The last presented scene reconstruction was done on
basis of a video sequence captured in front of a church.
The same camera used for the school sequence discussed
before was deployed for this. The observed scene is well
textured and hence reconstructed well. Only in direction
of the epipoles a hole is visible in the depth map (fig.
14b). The fusion of 16 depth maps lead to a smooth

Fig. 12 Reconstruction from a video sequence captured with
a 185◦ fish-eye camera in an office a). The depth map b) was
fused from 10 different views. c) and d) show rendered images
simulating a 180◦ fish-eye camera. e) and f) are rendered with
a perspective projection with a field of view of 60◦ .

reconstruction of the floor like shown in fig. 14f and of
the entrance to the church.
From the presented results it can be seen that, although gaps around occlusions and texture-less regions
occur in the models, the system performs well on textured scene parts, which are the most interesting regions
for visual tracking in [31], for which the system is targeted.

5 Conclusion
A system for the automatic reconstruction of scenes from
video sequences was presented. For this purpose the generic
design of the structure-from-motion algorithm and the
resulting sparse reconstrution’s bundle adjustment was
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discussed. The SfM algorithm is applied to find the camera pose parameters of the video sequence’s frames, which
are necessary for dense depth estimation. On this account two novel image rectification schemes and their
iso-disparity properties were discussed. These schemes
can be used to rectify any image pair generated with
single center projection models. In order to increase the
accuracy and reliability of the resulting depth map a robust statistical fusion of multiple depth maps for a single view was proposed. These different depth maps are
generated by using both presented rectifications and different combinations of automatically selected reference
views. The system’s overall performance and the properties of the proposed depth map fusion were presented
in a synthetic setup, where ground truth data is available. Finally the applicability and flexibility of the system was demonstrated by presenting full-automatic reconstructions of four real scenarios, comprising indoor
and outdoor scenes.
Acknowledgments
Fig. 13 Reconstruction from a video sequence captured with
a 180◦ fish-eye camera on a school yard a). The depth map
b) was fused from 5 different views. c) and d) show rendered
images simulating a 180◦ fish-eye camera. e) and f) are rendered with a perspective projection with a field of view of
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Fig. 14 Reconstruction from a video sequence captured with
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map b) was fused from 16 different views. c) and d) show
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f) are rendered with a perspective projection with a field of
view of 60◦ .
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